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Gender equity in sports has yet
to be achieved
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Tips for staying fit
By Annelinda Aguayo
Daily Staff Writer

her
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The
"Health
Information
Extravaganza" was the only place for
students to get free massages, health
advice and give blood.
The Student Health Center and the
Peer Health Education program
teamed up on Wednesday to help educate San Jose State University students on particular health issues.
"The purpose of the event was to
educate people about a variety of
health issues, said Leslie Calhoun, a
junior majoring in biology.
Calhoun and Kiran lur, a junior
majoring in molecular biology, headed
the event.
The main level of the Student Union
was lined with tables tackling different health issues.
Dr. Steven Kim was at the "Ask your
Doc" table to provide students with
information about the Student Health
Center. He was also there to answer
questions students had concerning
health.
The Student Health Center handed
out cold care packages to students.
The packages contained samples of
Robitussin-DM, Advil and a brochure
educating students on the difference
between a cold and the flu.
"We see hundreds of students from
November to March for.., upper respiratory illnesses," Kim said. "This
year we’ve gone into April."
Students seeking advice on nutrition
went to the next table.
Susan Sherer, a member of SJSU’s
Nutrition Education Action Team,
was at the Health Fair to provide students with advice on healthy eating
habits.
Students were also able to have their
body composition measured such
as hydration and the levels of fat and
lean mass on the body fat spectrophotometer.
To measure a person’s body composition, Sherer would put the machine’s
infrared beam to the inner bicep. The
beam would then take the measurements.
Students could also find different
informational brochures and pamphlets containing information on
nutrition and exercise.
Sherer also showed students just
how bad some foods could be by
showing them lab tubes filled with fat
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Provost awards given
for excellence in learning
By Norikazu Ambo
Daily Staff Writer
A group of more than 60 San Jose
State University students, faculty
members and off-campus community
partners hugged and praised one
another for their effort and commitment to their distinctive community
service Wednesday at the Provost s
Awards for Excellence in Service
Learning.
During the ceremony, which was
held in the Umunhum room in the
Student Union, five different awards
were presented to persons and organizations that have excelled in community service.
Various "honorable" individuals

were also announced recipients of
certificates.
One of the five awards, the
"Community Partner Award," was
accepted by Jim Somers, a volunteer
Heart
Sacred
manager
at
Community Center in San Jose.
Somers said he appreciates any kind
of recognition the agency can
acquire.
"Receiving such an award is meaningful," Somers said, "especially being
awarded as a volunteer, It’s like icing
on the cake."
Sacred Heart supplies food and
clothes to low-income clients and
currently is a host to about 40 SJSU
service-learning students per semesAs

See AWARDS, page 7

CONFLICT IN IRAQ

U.S. troops raid home
of Saddam’s ’Dr. Germ’
Associated Press
The top commander of U.S. forces in
Iraq briefed President Bush on the war
from inside one of Saddam Hussein’s
ornate palaces on Wednesday, underscoring the death of the old regime. At
home, the administration reduced the
terrorist threat a notch, from orange to
yellow.
Bush urged the United Nations to
lift economic sanctions against Iraq,
saying the country had been liberated
by U.S.-led forces. "Terrorists and
tyrants have now been put on notice,"
he added.
Four weeks after the war began.
American troops in Baghdad raided
the home of the mastermind of Iraq’s
biological weapons laboratory and dis-

covered a recently abandoned terrorist
training camp.
Army forces exchanged fire with a
small number of die-hard paramilitary
fighters north of Baghdad, then took
out two surface-to-air missile systems
and three anti-aircraft guns left over
from Saddam’s military.
Iraqis in Mosul said three people
were killed and at least 11 wounded
when shooting erupted for the second
straight day. Iraqis blamed the
Americans, but the circumstances
were cloudy.
Gen. Tommy Franks, in command of
more than 200,000 troops in the war
zone, lit up a cigar as he toured the
palace just outside Baghdad that had

See RAM, page 8

Photos By Vick, Thompson Dady Staff
ABOVE: Donors waited in line as freshman administration of justice
major Nick Fraracci donated blood Wednesday afternoon in the
Student Union.
LEFT: Phlebotomist Marylyn Papilla from the American Red Cross used
iodine to prepare Walker Kellogg, a senior mechanical engineering
major to give blood on Wednesday.
from the different foods, such as may- regarding the center.
onnaise and fast food hamburgers.
She said there are a lot of students
Only a few steps away, the Physical who do not know the center exists,
Therapy table was trying to persuade and she wanted to promote awareness.
students to pay them a visit.
Counseling Services was right next
Rachel Vimont of the Student door, letting students know they have
Health Center said that physical ther- a place to turn to when they need help
apy deals with injuries, as well as mus- with educational counseling.
cle and skeletal disorders.
"Students can speak to counselors
"We have a team approach that deals there," said Kim Nguyen, a senior
with the student, the aides and the majoring in accounting and a reprephysicians," Vimont said. "We can sentative for Counseling Services.
help with anything from a sprained "The counselors will help them with
ankle to muscle tension headaches."
their problems."
Isaac Leong, a senior majoring in
Nguyen said there are 12 counselors
kinesiology, is a physical therapy aide and that services are free to students.
at the Student Health Center and was Students can drop in or make an
helping at the table. He said that the appointment to see someone.
center sees10 to 12 students a day.
few feet away, the "Dr. Love" table
Cliff Boey, also a senior majoring in was raising awareness about sexually
kinesiology, was demonstrating The transmitted diseases because April is
Fitter, a piece of multiuse fitness STD Awareness Month.
equipment.
Laurice Gonzales, a senior majoring
He demonstrated some abdominal in behavioral science, was playing "Dr.
strengthening exercises and balancing Love" and offering students peer
exercises.
advising.
The Women’s Resource Center was
Gonzales informed students about
around the way, providing SJSU stu- different STDs and answered any
dents with information about the questions they had for her. She also
services the center provides.
provided students with information
Erika Jackson, a senior majoring in about the Gender and Sexual Health
anthropology and behavioral science,
See HEALTH, page 7
answered questions from students
-15t

International students learn new rules
By Falguni Bhuta
Daily Staff Writer
With changes taking place in F-1 visa
regulations, the international programs
and services at San Jose State University
held two workshops to update foreign
students about the revised rules.
One workshop took place last month,
the second last week and a third one is
slated for the first week of May, said
Louis Gecenok international student
adviser at international programs and
services. The May workshop will be the

last one until Fall 2003.
"SJSU has 1,400 international students, and many of them don’t know
about the new regulations," Gecenok
said. "I encourage them to attend our
last workshop for the semester sometime in the first week of May"
Gecenok said he was still not sure
about the date and time of the workshop
but asked students to look out for it. He
said all international students were sent
postcards and letters informing them of
past workshops.
The news regulations took effect Jan. 1

under the recently formed Student
Exchange and Visitor Information
System.
In last week’s workshop, Gecenok
exhorted students to log into the international programs and services Web site
and feed in their updated personal information into the online SEVIS form.
He added that any student who is in
violation of status regulations should
first consult an international student
adviser before entering the information
on the Web site.
According to intemanonal program,

and services, this Internet-based system
allows schools and the Bureau of
Immigration
and
Customs
Enforcement, a part of the former
Immigration and Naturalization
Services, to exchange data on the visa
status of international students.
"The INS is now replaced by three different bureaus under the Department of
Homeland Security, one of which is the
Bureau of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement," Gecenok said. "The new
See ROLES, page 7

Psychology students reveal research
By Kristina Mendoza
/)ai/y Ste’ Writer
On Wednesday San Jose State
University held the first hall- of a twoday event called the Spartan
Psychological Association Research
Conference.
The 46th annual event was held from
9 a.m. until 4 p.m. in room 189 of the
Engineering building.
The auditorium had a huge overhead
projector, which was used to showcase
numerous presentations by psycho!
students and their research every
minutes throughout the day.
Robert Pellegrini, professor and chair
of the psychology department at SJSU,
said the event was an opportunity for
undergraduate and graduate psychology
students to showcase their research
achievements in virtually every area of
the field.
"The students have all conducted
research under supervision of fiaculty
members," Pellegrini said,
Georgie I lnwin, a graduate student in
psychology, said her group and she conducted research in communication patterns in hostage situations by studying
the behaviors between the hostage
negotiator and the hostage taker.
"VVe are trying to find out if there I
any relevance in these behaviors,"
Unwin said. "For example, if one behavior causes another."

Bryan NkClatn, one ot t,nwitis part
ners and also a graduate student in psychology, explained his perception ot
their research.
"It’s really important to me that we
build a tool to help resolve these
nonviolently, he said.
Julie Botts, who will be enrolling as a
psychology student in SJSU’s graduate
program an the fall, said she conducted
research to see if there was a difference
between SUVs tailgating and normal
tailgating.
"We’re looking at the difference in
following times to see if SUVs follow
aggressively versus non-SUVs,"
she said.
Her conclusion was that everyone
tailgates at about the same rate.
Pellegrini said he would be hosting
Wednesday’s opening ceremonies and
that Eric W. Hickey, a professor of
criminal psychology at Fresno State
University, would be giving a speech
titled "The Utility of Profiling in
Violent Serial Crime."
At about 3 p.m., Ronald Rogers, faculty adviser for the conference, introduced Hickey and gave an introductory
speech about Hickey’s occupation and
life.
Hickey’s credits include conducting
numerous research studies about the
criminally insane, psychopaths, sex
offenders, stalkers and other habitual
criminals.
Sitlia-

PICK OUT THE
OFFENDER(S)?
’IP

tions

can

more

Saon Yoneda Daily Staff
Erick W. Hickey, a speaker at the Spartan Psychological Association
Research Conference, talked about Criminal Profiling in the
Engineering Building on Wednesday.
I le is also a consultant tor many law enforcement agencies ’and has published reports on victim-offender relationships, serial crime, personality characteristics of criminals and the etiology
of violence.
In 2002, Hickey published the third
edition of his book, "Serial Murderers
and Their Victims."

Hickey also discussed his love and
passion for his job and mentioned he
had worked on the Cary Stayner and
Laci Peterson cases.
I lickey also used the overhead projector to show pictures of people and asked
the audience to pick out who they
See CONFERENCE, page 3
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CENTURY DIGITAL BOY

Worries of war fade when watching America’s game
After the deluge of war coverage and headline news from
Iraq over the last four weeks, even this news junkie had to sit
back and take a break
It’s amazing how in the middle of a major military upheaval,
like the one in Iraq, we can lose sight of the smaller things, the
things that remind us that life goes on.
For me, one of those things is baseball.
Last week, I had the chance to enjoy the beginning of baseball season like I never had before.
Some weeks ago, one of my professors, a fellow baseball
addict, approached me with a pair of tickets to opening day at
Pacific Bell Park, the beginning of the Giants’ home stand for
the 2003 season.
It was awesome.
The National Anthem always brings tears to my eyes.
Immediately afterward, there was a flyover of four F/A-18
"Hornets."
I got to see the National League Pennant raised above the
center field bleachers as the team celebrated the 2002 season,
its best in 13 years.
I felt the adrenaline rush 25 the scoreboard flashed the best
moments of last year, from Barry Bonds’ 600th home run,
which I was fortunate enough to witness, right up to the
heartbreaking Game 6 of the World Series.
In the crowd there was a feeling among the fans of, "This is
OUT year."
After last year it had better be.

Even then it’s more than that. This rivalry extends beyond
The same feeling was reflected in the faces of the handful of
players who were around last year to expenence the heart- the 40 or so years that either team has been on the West
break of Game 6. They had steeled their resolve in the off sea- Coast.
It goes all the way back to New York, when the Giants
son, and one could see in their faces they had one mission in
2003 - the first World Series championship since moving to played at the Polo Grounds in Manhattan and the Dodgers at
Ebbets Field in Brooklyn.
San Francisco.
It goes back as far as 1889, when the Giants
The new players, many of them looking for
beat the Brooklyn Superbas (the team that
their first championship season, seemed to
would become the Dodgers) in the World
know this was something special.
Series.
As if the day couldn’t have gotten any betThen there was the 1951 National League
ter, the Giants hit five home runs on their
playoff wherein Giants’ outfielder Bobby
way to their seventh straight win to start the
Thomson hit "The Shot heard ’Round the
season.
World" off of the Dodgers’ Ralph Branca.
After opening day, I didn’t think baseball
Then as the teams moved west the old anicould be any more fun.
mosity between the New York fans and the
I was wrong.
Brooklyn fans was ignited between San
That Friday night we went back, this time
Francisco and Los Angeles.
accompanied by my brothers, my dad and a
MIKE
ORPOS
At last Friday’s game, we sat in the upper
friend.
deck, two sections away from about 50 rowdy,
After years of being met with "sold out"
signs, I was finally able to land tickets for one of the most loud-mouthed Dodger fans.
sought-after baseball matchups: the Giants versus the
We exchanged taunts with them over the course of the
Dodgers.
game, and as the Giants pulled ahead, we began telling them
There is quite possibly no greater rivalry in all of sport than to "go back to Brooklyn."
that which exists between the Giants and the Dodgers.
The feeling I got was one of exhilaration and giddiness as
It’s the classic NorCal versus SoCal, "We’re better than the game got underway.
you.
I was taken back to a hot Saturday afternoon in the mid-

Viewpoint I
Committee addresses parking issues
It was great to read in the April 15 Spartan Daily about
the SJSU Parking, Traffic and Transit Advisory
Committee (PTTAC). Last semester I fulfilled my internship requirement by working as the clerk for
PTTAC. While it was a wonderful experience, my main
regret was that upon leaving, I had no replacement, thereby leaving a huge workload upon the chair.
I strongly encourage President Caret to assign a permanent intern to this invaluable committee. Parking is viewed
as one of the most important problems affecting our campus and our neighbors. PTTAC is the one place where all
stakeholders, as the article indicated, can discuss these
important issues. I also encourage campus members to
consider attending a meeting if they are at all interested in
access to, and mobility within and around, the campus.
Whether it is auto parking, transit service, or cycling and
pedestrian safety that concerns you, consider attending

these meetings which are held at noon on the 3rd Monday
of the month at the UPD building in the Seventh Street
garage. Their non meeting is Monday, April 21. Contact
Captain Marianne Alvarez at 924-6551, or
malvarrz@sjsu.edu, to let her know you’ll be attending.
If you are a faculty, staff, or union member interested in
these issues, please consider applying your skills and
knowledge by applying for membership on the committee
as vacancies exist for these three groups.
You can also read on the web about the foundation of the
committee. The Academic Senate was integral to the formation of PTTAC. Their resolution can be found at
www.sjsu.edu/senate/ss-s99-2.hen.
Irvin Dawid
graduate student
urban and regionalplanning

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daibr office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be field at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running tody: Body Sculpting,
Weight Training, Yoga, Aerobics,
Advanced Step, Butts & Guts,
Body Sculpting, Beginning Step.
For more information and class
times, contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.
SJSU Catholic Campus Minna,’
Join the Alpha Omega group for
food and fun from 8:30 p.m. to 10
p.m. every Thursday in the Omega
Lounge at the CCM. For more
information contact Orshi Fejer at
938-1610.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Scripture reflection every
Thursday from 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m.
in the CCM Chapel. For more
information contact Sister Marcia
at 938-1610.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Community building at 2:30
p.m. in the Pacheco Room of the
Student Union. For more information contact Diane Stegmeir at
248-2997.
Akbayan Pilipino American
Organization
General meeting - embrace in
friendship! Learn more about the
Pilipino culture and the people
who live it. Meeting takes place at
4:15 p.m. in the Pacifica room of
the Student Union. For more
information call 924-7455.
The Listening Hour Concert
Series
The SJSU percussion emsemble,
with director Galen Lemmon, will
perform from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15

p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. Student highlights:
bels, vibraphone, xylophone,
marimba, timpani and more. For
more information contact Joan
Stubbe at 924-4631.
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Body fat testing is back
Bioelectric Impedance from 8
a.m. to 10 a.m. every Thursday or
by appointment in Central
Classroom building, Room 221.
For more information contact
Sherry at 206-7599 or sherrbutler@netscape.net.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
Movimiento Estudiantil de
Aztlan M.E.Ch.A
Weekly meeting today at 6 p.m.
in Mosaic Student Union. For
more information contact Adriana
Cabrera-Garcia at 250-9245 or
sanjosemecha@yahoo.com.
National Association of Working
Women, 9 to 5
The National Association of
Working Women is inviting all
college working women to dial
the 9 to 5 job survival hotline at 1
(800) 522-0925 for help with
workplace problems.
Students for Justice
Weekly meeting from 3 p.m. to
4 p.m. in the Multicultural
Library (modular building A). For
more information contact
Christine Madore at (650) 5331735 or 971-1070.
SJSU Student Health Center
The SJSU Student Health
Center is offering the second
annual Chad Okamoto scholarship. The $500 scholarship applications are due April 21.
Application forms are available in
the lobby of the health building
or at www.sjsu.edu/depts/studenthealth/index.html. E-mail at rvimont@emailsjsu.edu for more
information.
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Career Center and Center for
Service-Learning and Catholic
Campus Ministries
"Get Experience Week," showcasing various non profit organizations and their unique opportunities such as internships, servicelearning, and full- or part-time
positions, will take place from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Ninth Street
Plaza. For more information contact Dan Larmour at 924-6963 or
the Career Resource Center at
924-6031.
Career Center
Satellite outreach from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. For more information
contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Holy Thursday: Passover meal
and mass of the Lord’s Supper
will be held at 5 p.m. in the
Omega lounge of the Catholic
Campus Ministry Center. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Department of Psychology
Dr. Faye J. Crosby from
University of California-Santa
Cruz will speak on "Affirmative
Action: Staying cool with a hot
topic" at 3 p.m. in the
Engineering building, room 189.
For more information call 9245600.

1980s when my dad took us to our first baseball game at the
Oakland Coliseum.
That day, Mark McG wire hit one of his 583 career home
runs.
As it became evident the Giants would win, the crowd got
louder and louder.
There’s nothing in the world like 42,000 people standing on
their feet chanting, "Beat I..A., beat L.A."
I looked around, and it occurred to me that we were all there
with a common purpose.
To watch our team win.
After all that our country has been through in the last few
years with the nose-diving economy, 9/11 and the current war
in Iraq, we have come to depend on certain things to keep our
minds on what we still have.
The two baseball games I went to last week helped put
things back into p...spei.tive for me. It became evident to me,
perhaps for the first time, why so many people consider baseball the national pastime. It has the power to make you forget
what is going on in the rest of the world, even if for just a little while.
My brother’s friend Mike, who had never been to a Giants
game, said it best: "This is all-American right here."
Mike Corpos is the
Spartan Daily Executive Editor.
’Digital Boy’ appears Thursdays.

SUDS FROM MY SOAPBOX

Gender barriers in sports
need to be broken down
Sometimes to find the middle you have to know the
extremes.
Last weekend at the Masters Tournament, Martha Burk
was reaching for an extreme in her protest demonstration
and insistence that Augusta National admit women as members.
Burk may not have been successful, but she isn’t a woman
alone in stretching out her neck over the chopping block of
status quo.
Women such as Annika Sorenstam, Suzy Whaley and
Haley Wickenheiser are elasticizing the borders of women’s
professional sports.
Next month, Sorenstam, the world’s No.
1 women’s golfer will be the only woman
to play in the Colonial National, a PGA
tour event. She will play from the women’s
tees, which shorten the course by 10 percent of what the men will play.
She didn’t qualify for the tournament she was granted an exemption and an invitation to play was extended to her.
This has some PGA members upset.
Nick Price, Colonial’s 2002 champion,
was quoted saying Sorenstam shouldn’t be
ANNE
allowed to play in the tournament without
qualifying and "it’s just a huge promotional
media hype."
Men aren’t allowed to compete in LPGA events, but it’s
unlikely any of the pros would be interested. The money just
isn’t there, nor is the prestige.
Men and women’s sports are simply on unequal grounds
for moneymaking and media coverage.
Sorenstam is the LPGA’s leader on the money list. So far
in 2003, she has earned 1423,552. Standing alone, that
amount sounds pretty good for chasing a little white ball
around a green carpet.
Compare it with the PGA’s 2003 money list and you’ll find
Tiger Woods at the top earning close to $3 million - more
than seven times Sorenstam’s total.
Flip through the channels on television some weekend and
count the number of women’s sporting events and compare
it to the number of men’s events being televised.
Browse the pages of a major newspaper’s sports section and
add up the inches devoted to men’s versus women’s events.
The contrast is about as "on par" as the earnings between
Sorenstam and Woods.
Sorenstam has said she wants to play in the men’s tournament to challenge herself.
However you slice it, Sorenstam is drawing attention to
women in the game of golf so whatever her motivation, the

hype can’t be all bad.
Suzy Whaley, the first woman to earn a spot an the Greater
Hartford Open, another PGA tournament, qualified from
the women’s tees at the PGA Connecticut Sectional in
September. It took her six months to decide to play in July’s
tournament where she’ll be required to play from the men’s
tees.
In a St. Petersburg Times story, Whaley said: "I finally
decided that by playing I could show my two daughters
(Jennifer, 8, and Kelly, 5) that anything is possible. I thought
I might be able to inspire a lot of people."
And inspire she did.
Sorenstam has said she decided to go after
a spot in a men’s tournament after learning
about Whaley’s decision.
Far from the soft blades of grass on the golf
course, another female athlete, Haley
Wickenheiser sports a blade of another sort
- the kind you find on an ice skate.
Wickenheiser is considered one of the
greatest players in women’s ice hockey. She
played on Canada’s gold medal team in the
2002 Winter Olympics.
Feeling as Sorenstam does, that she needed
WARD
to be challenged in her own game,
Wickenheiser left the-National Women’s
Hockey League to seek out a role in the men’s European
hockey league ultimately earning a spot on a second division
Finnish tcam - Kirkkonummen Salamat - owned in part
by San Jose Sharks forward Teemu Selanne.
Though Wickenheiser and Sorenstam assert personal
goals as their incentive, each is reaching beyond boundaries
potentially broadening the extent of opportunities for future
generations.
In 1973, Bobby Riggs challenged Billie Jean King to a tennis match. Riggs proudly flaunted his chauvinism and taunted King with jibes that women are weaker than men.
King won, but was allowed to use the doubles lines on the
court, while Riggs was not.
As Sorenstam will tee up at the forward markers, while the
men will drive from the back, it’s hard to argue against the
fact that the physical strength of most men prevails over that
of women.
Yet it’s not really the test of power or agility, it’s really a
matter of pushing limitations.
Anne Ward is the
Spartan Daily Projects Editor
’Suds From My Soapbox* appears Thursdays.
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Department of Psychology
The Spartan psychological
research association conference
(SPARC), with student research
presentations and poster sessions,
will take place from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Engineering building,
room 189. For more information
call 924-5600.
College of Engineering
Symposium on leading technologies: Dr. Mohamed Fayad,
professor of computer engineering at SJSU, will speak on
"Accomplishing Software
Stability" from noon to 1 p.m. in
the Engineering Auditorium
(ENG 189). For more information contact Professor Hambaba
at 924-3959.
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SJSU photogs earn local, national awards Scientists confirm new
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Staff Writer
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Three prestigious photography
awards were given to San Jose State
University students this year. The
Greg Robinson Memorial Student
Photographer of the Year Award
went to graduate student Ivan
Kashinsky. The first place Hearst
photo story
winner as well
as the third
place award
for
the
Student
Photographer
of Year category went to
senior Karla
Gachet.
The winners
were honored
at the San
KASHINSKY
Francisco Bay
Area
Press
Photographers
Association’s
29th Annual
1,
Newspaper
and Television
New
Photography
Competition
event on April
13. More than
170 students
and profesGACHET
sional photographers and
reporters from the greater San
Francisco Bay Area and Sacramento
area participated in the 2002 competition.
Kashinsky and Gachet said they
like to tell stories with their pictures
that have simple as well as complex
meaning.
"I think photography is intuitive,
where you focus more on the right
moment," Kashinsky said. "I like to
tell stories and find all the different

aspects, like writing a film or
screenplay, and then putting all the
different parts together to tell the
story.
Cachet said photographers and
writers work with story concepts
that are similar but different.
"You can have a beautiful picture
that doesn’t say a lot, but it can still
be good," Cachet said. "I don’t think
it’s much different for writers and
photographers. They both do the
same thing."Kashins
said he is taking digital
photography to a different level by
integrating new media into his
work. Currently, he is working on a
photo documentary with digitized
sound in the SJSU photojournalism
program.
"You can take it to the next level
with audio," he said. "The meaning
has to do with similar concepts and
with a different medium."
Dennis Dunleavy, the coordinator
for the SJSU photography program,
said he was pleased their hard work
and advanced abilities were being
recognized.
The winners submitted their portfolios with a selection of their best
work.
"We’re teaching new things,"
Dunleavy said. "For photojournalism students to compete in a digital
environment, they must have skills
that go beyond still photography in
a variety of areas from audio to digital video."
Dunleavy said he is worlcing
toward a more synergistic approach
to teaching the skills and the qualities required of photojournalism as
an occupation.
"They are great. I love my students, and I love it when they win
for them. It is payback for hard,
hard work."
Dunleavy said they are competing
with the best students who also have
more resources.
"It’s all their energz," he said. "All
we do is guide them.

CONFERENCE I
continuedfrom page I
thought were the offenders.
He also spoke about "gentlemen
rapists," problems in profiling and different types of profiling.
Hickey even used humor to get the
audience comfortable.
At one point, he carried the microphone from the podium and stood in
front of the audience.
Hickey said he felt like Celine Dion
and that his wife told him to never sing
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virus as cause of SARS

Photo Courtesy of Ivan Kashinsky
Basked in the warm glow of a setting Nevada sun, a woman walk
among bicyclist as they pedal through a garden of fish -like sculptures
during the Burning Man, 2002. Burning Man is an annual gather of
people dedicated to self-expression.

LONDON Scientists have confirmed the identity of the virus that
causes the lethal new disease known as
severe acute respiratory syndrome, the
World Health Organization said
today, marking an important step
toward developing new drugs to combat the disease.
In experiments conducted at
Erasmus University in Rotterdam,
Netherlands, scientists infected monkeys with the coronavirus suspected of
causing of SARS and found that the
animals developed the same symptoms
of the disease that humans do.
The test was a crucial step in verifying the cause of the disease, which so
far has killed 161 people worldwide,
mostly in China and Hong Kong, and
made 3,293 people ill in 22 countries.
Verifying the cause is important for
creating a vaccine, should that be
needed, and for refining diagnostic
tests to help stop the disease’s spread,
said Dr. Klaus Stohr, a WHO virologist participating in a Geneva conference.
It also will help scientists trace the
virus’ evolution and possibly determine
whether it jumped from animals to
humans. Pigs and poultry currently are
being tested to determine how susceptible they are to SARS.
Scientists were almost certain that a
new form of coronavirus first isolated
from sick patients on March 27 by the

Photo Courtesy of Karla Gachet
Nancy Tatum cleans up her husband’s face at least twice a day. Mark
Tatum was diagnosed with a rare infection, mucormycosis, contracted
by exposure to mold. Cleaning his face facilitates his breathing and
wards off infection.

Classes
starting soon!
LSAT - May 3
GMAT - May 5

SUVs one of topics

in_public.
Pellegrini said the conference began
in 1957 and was started because SJSU
students have a long and rich history of
excellence in research.
"It was created to provide an opportunity for both our undergraduate and
graduate students to showcase their
research achievements in a format
which stimulates that of the major professional association meetings in our
discipline," he said.
Some attendees said the event was

interesting and beneficial.
"It’s amazing. It allows lib to direct the
public," graduate student McClain said.
Others, such as P-Iltgini, said they
were proud to be a part of the event.
"We are intensely proud of the reputation for excellence which (the conference) has earned over the years," he
said. "By every indication, thanks to the
hard work by our student honor society,
Psi Chi, members and faculty adviser
Ron Rogers, this will be the biggest and
the best (research conference) ever."

Something Missing in lour life?
Maybe it’s God!
Join Us for Worship
Our Savior’s Lutheran Church
1224 N. Winchester Blvd.,
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 296-2688
Sunday Service: 10:30am
Bible Study: 9:00am
Wed. Evening Potluck:
6:11.m

University of Hong Kong was the
cause of SARS.
But they could not say for sure until
they had satisfied what is known as the
scientific
Koch’s postulates four
tests that verify whether a bug causes a
certain disease.
"The Koch’s postulates have been
fulfilled, so we can now say for certain
that the new coronavirus is the cause
of SARS," Stohr said.
Researchers at the University of
Hong Kong said a new genetic
sequencing of the SARS virus proves
conclusively that it came from animals.
But, the virus nonetheless is "something that is new to science," university microbiologist Malik Peiris said
before the WHO findings were
announced during a meeting of scientists from around the world working
on SARS.
Asked about the possibility that the
virus was man-made, Peiris said there
was no chance of that.
"That whole genome is essentially
new," he said. "Nature has been the
terrorist throwing up this virus."
Although experts believed the new
coronavirus discovered by Peiris
was the main cause of SARS, it has
remained unclear whether infection
with a second type of virus the
human metapneumovirus, which
belongs to the paramyxovirus family
mA-s the illness worse.

San Jose Kaplan Center
100 Park Center Plaza, Suite 112
Call us at 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us online
at kaptest.com today to enroll!
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’Shane’ celebrates its 50th anniversary
And that initially made "Shane" a hard sell.
in my opinion, it’s probably the best Western ever
made," Ladd said. "But after it was made,
Paramount didn’t want to release it because they
JACKSON, Wyo. Hundreds of tourists who
it was a very unconventional Western. They
visit this mountain resort town each year come not thoughtcouple
years to sell it to other companies but
for the granite peaks and bubbling geysers of Grand tried a
Teton and Yellowstone national parks, but to see no one wanted to buy it. wrapped, Paramount finalTwo years after filming
where the Starrett’s homestead cabin sat or where a
ly premiered "Shane" in IslewYork and Los Angeles,
wounded Alan Ladd rode off into the sunset.
well as Casper and Jackson in Wyoming.lt went
as
"Shane," the cherished Western, premiered 50
in
years ago this month, still holding a special place in into general release over a five-month periodsolid
1953, its audiences continuing to grow. It drew
the hearts of many film buffs.
Recently, a man flew from Japan to snap pictures reviews and garnered nominations, including best
of areas featured in the film. fle brought along a picture, but won only for cinematography.
Based on a 1949 book by Jack Schaefer, "Shane"
"Shane" movie poster in Japanese.
"He didn’t get to go out to many of the sites. He portrayed a disillusioned gunfighter who becomes
Lust wanted to see where they were," said Walt an unwilling participant in a kud between an old
’Farmer, a retired Air Force officer who gives tours of ranching family and new homesteaders. It is told
through the eyes of young Joey Starrett, the son of a
the movie sites.
For Farmer and other devotees, the film’s contin- family that takes Shane in.
The film was one of Jack Palance’s first big roles,
ued draw comes as little surprise.
"It’s just the underlying story," Farmer said. "Good and it was a boon to Ladd’s career, which had stagafter such 1940s hits as "The Blue Dahlia"
nated
vs. evil and all that other stuff"
It’s been called the quintessential Western, though and "The Great Gatsby."
"’Shane’ sort of revitalized his whole career," Ladd
Alan Ladd Jr., son of the film’s star, said it actually
went against the grain of many Westerns up to that Jr. said. "It made him a No. 1 star again."
The movie also gave dozens ofTeton Valley ranchpoint cowboys and soldiers were not fighting
Indians, and the movie’s hero was a disillusioned ers and other locals the chance to work on a movie
set. They earned up to $50 a day as caterers, drivers
gunfighter.

By Sarah Cooke
Associated Press Writer

Coal miners plan
to protest new
CBS hillbilly show
PIKEVILLE, Ky. Appalachian
coal miners will go to New York to
protest a CBS reality television series
called "The Real Beverly Hillbillies"
unless plans for the show are canceled.
Cecil- E. Roberts, president of the
United Mine Workers of America,
said his members intend to show up at
the May 21 shareholders meeting of
Viacom, CBS’ parent company.
"This plan to take a poor rural
family, place them in a Hollywood
mansion and ridicule them on national television is repugnant to me and
to the union members I represent,"
Roberts wrote in a letter to Viacom’s
top executives.
Viacom spokesman Carl Folta said
mine workers would be welcome only
if they’re shareholders.
CBS spokesman Chris Ender said
Wednesday no decision has yet been
made on whether production will go
forward.
Across the Appalachian region, people have been voicing strong opposition to the show, a takeoff from ’The
Beverly Hillbillies" sitcom, which ran
on CBS from 1962 to 1971 and
remains a staple of the TV Land cable
channel.
That show, about a poor mountaineer who became rich when he
struck oil on his mountain property,
became television’s No. 1 program,
attracting up to 60 million viewers
weekly.
Last month, 43 members of the U.S.
House of Representatives representing states from Florida to Texas asked
that plans for the show be scuttled.
In a joint letter to CBS President
Leslie Moonves, the congressmen
expressed outrage over the proposed
program. U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers, RKy., called the planned show "trash
that should have no place on the public airwaves."
The Center for Rural Strategies, an
advocacy group, has placed ads in
some of the country’s largest newspapers, criticizing the proposed series as
demeaning to rural people.
Tim Marema, the group’s vice president, said he hopes the coal miners’
union, with 1010,000 members, can
help to derail the show.
"I would think a protest by miners
would be the last thing Viacom would
want at its annual meeting," Marema
said. "The union’s stand on this show
is one more indication to how widespread opposition to this program is."
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Musically motivated

and auras.
Retired rancher Roy Chambers, 79, used his truck
and tractor to help crew members divert an irrigation ditch for the Starrett’s homestead garden. He
also hauled in hay, manure and other props. Several
cabins on his acreage were featured in the movie.
Other residents played a more passive role, renting
their homes to actors and their families. Jackson had
just one hotel at the time and it was largely filled
with crew members.
"I remember quite a lot of local people were
involved," Ladd Jr. said. "Obviously, it brought a lot
of money into the community."
The younger Ladd, now 65, recalled days spent
riding horses on the set while his father was filming
and nights in a house his family rented on the towns
main route.
"Father always spent a lot of time with us when he
wasn’t shooting," he said. "But he was always shooting because he was in every scene
though some locals say "Shane" will
?n Jackson
always hold a special place in their hearts.
"This valley at that time made so many movies,"
Chambers said. "My dad worked in one, my brother worked on one and I worked on one. They have
made so many good movies and all of them old
Western movies went over real well. As an area
around here, ’Shane’ has really been a classic."

Rare 1935 Lindbergh trial, ’Twelve
Angry Men’ recordings found
By Lynn Elber

By Roger Alford
Associated Press Writer
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AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES The only
known recording of a radio broadcast
about the 1935 Lindbergh kidnapping
trial, and a rare recording of the landmark TV drama, "Twelve Angry Men,"
have been found, the Museum of
Television & Radio announced.
The audio recording was made about
the trial of Bruno Hauptmann for the
kidnapping and killing of famed aviator Charles Lindberghs baby son.
"The Lindbergh trial coverage offers
unique insight into the judicial system
in America at that time and will serve
as a valuable document for historians
and scholars," said museum President
Robert M. Batscha.
The other discovery, the acclaimed
1954 pry room drama "Twelve Angry
Men, has not been seen in its entirety
since the initial broadcast and was
among the museum’s most soughtafter programs.
Broadcasting in its early days was
considered disposable and so much was
lost that the discoveries take on greater
importance, said Robert Thompson,
professor of media and popular culture
at Syracuse University.
"Whenever anyone is able to reclaim
even a little corner of broadcasting history, it warms our hearts," he said after
the discoveries were announced
Tuesday. it’s a little bit more to sink

our teeth into."
The Lindbergh recordings features
prominent New York defense attorney
Samuel Leibowitz’s daily accounts of
the trial. His trial analysis was broadcast from the studio of New York radio
station WHN and recorded on metal
disc.
The recording was in the possession
of Leibowitz’s children, who also had a
16nun film copy of a kinescope of
"Twelve Angry Men."
The museum learned of the historic
recordings from filmmaker Joseph
Consentmo, who is producing a documentary about Leibowitz scheduled to
air in June on the History Channel.
Leibowitz died in 1978 at age 84.
Museum curators validated the material and remastered it. The recordings
will be featured at the museum’s Los
Angeles and New York locations May
23 to July 6 and will be available for
viewing afterward as part of the permanent collection.
Hundreds of reporters swarmed a
for
courtroom
Jersey
New
Hauptmann’s trial and radio networks
offered daily coverage, but no recording of the coverage was known to exist,
according to the museum.
Leibowitz had been hired by WHN
to comment on the trial. During the
approximately five hours of recordings,
the attorney discussed the evidence, the
jury’s behavior and the strategy of the
prosecution and defense.
He did not offer an opinion on

Hauptmann’s guilt or innocenEC The
defendant, who maintained he was
innocent, was convicted of killing 20month-old Charles A. Lindbergh Jr.
and was executed.
"Twelve Angry Men," with a cast
that included Robert Cummings and
Franchot Tone, aired as part of CBS’
"Studio One" series. It earned Emmys
for writer Reginald Rose, director
Frarildin Schaffier and Cummings.
Rose adapted it as a movie starring
Henry Fonda in 1957 and it received
several Academy Award nominations.
It was remade in 1997 as a TV movie
for Showtime featuring Jack Lemmon,
Ossie Davis and George C. Scott.
In 1976, CBS gave the museum the
first half of the program, a partial copy
that was the only one known to exist.
Because of his interest in the law,
Leibowitz had requested a kinescope
of the program from CBS.
"Twelve Angry Men," Syracuse
University professor Thompson said,
"is considered one of the great works in
the canon of American television."
But the Lindbergh he found particularly exciting, he said.
A recording provides the texture of
the event in a way a court transcript
cannot, he said. The trial’s intense coverage also is a reminder of how long
we ve lived in a media-driven age.

Verna Kirkendall / Daily Staff

Lane Sanders, a fourth -year music major, practiced on a five octave marimba in the Music building Wednesday. Some students
use their free time to perfect their skills for personal enrichment.
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An almost mighty mockumentary

Lawsuit against Marlon
Brando settled privately

vow,

By Veronica Mendoza
Daily Staff Writer

By Paul Wilborn
Associated Press Writer

In "A Mighty Wind," The Follcsmen,
The New Main Street Singers and
Mitch &Mickey have only two things
in common
folk music and the
man, who almost made them famous,
Irving Steinbloom.
This documentary style comedy
directed by Christopher Guest tells the

REVIEW
story of three folk bands who are
reunited by the death of the person
responsible for their brief success,
Stembloom.
Steinbloom’s son, Jonathan (Bob
Balaban), who is obsessively organized
and cautious, puts together a memorial concert in New York for his late
father that will be aired on television.
Guest, who also directed the comedies "Waiting for Guffrnan" and "Best
in Show," wrote the script along with
the famous dad from "American Pie,"
actor Eugene Levy.
Levy provides the most memorable
performance but is almost unrecognizable from his previous role on
"American Pie" because of the long,
grungy locks he sports in this movie.
He plays Mitch of the musical duo
Mitch & Mickey, who were known as
the folk music sweethearts of the ’60s.
Mitch has a few nervous breakdowns
after he and Mickey (Catherine
O’Hara) break up their band as well as
their love for each other.
Throughout the entire film, Levy has
a wide-eyed, confused and bewildered
look that Mickey describes as "distant," which is likely to provoke a few
giggles and laughs from the audience.
Another very memorable character
in the film was publicist Amber Cole
(Jennifer Coolidge of "Best in Show").
Coolidge’s character has an accent

Music written
about terrorism
by NY composer

Photo Courtesy of Warner Brothers Pictures

John Michael Higgins, Jane Lynch, Parker Posey and Chris Moynihan in Castle Rock Entertainment’s documentary -style comedy "A Mighty Wind," distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures.
that she describes in the production
notes for the movie as a mix of
Scandinavian and Czechoslovakian.
Amber, who looks like a cheap hooket with teased up red hair and provocative clothes, makes a few air-headed
comments such as one in which she
confuses model trains with real ones,
Another band performing at the
memorial concert, The New Main
Street Singers, perform at an amusement park and wear blue and mustard
color costumes that resemble ugly
school uniforms.
They describe their band as having a
neuftet sound because they have nine

By Verena Dobnik
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Lath, Jazz &marble
Reunion Concert

is when they describe how difficult it
was for their fans to play their albums,
considering the fact that they had no
holes in the center of their records.
Because of the documentary style of
the film, the humor in "A Mighty
Wind," as well as the movie itself, is
sometimes confusing as it skips from
one character to the next.
It is only at the memorial concert at
the end of the film that the characters
interact with each other.
This film offers bits and pieces of
humor throughout, but there were no
memorable, laugh-out-loud moments.

The Party of Helicopters
Please Believe It
Velocette Records
Party of Helicopters weaves in and
out of guitar-driven turbulence on
its latest, full-length album, "Please
Believe It" (Velocette Records).
Given that this Kent, Ohio fourpiece has toiled underground since
1995, releasing six seven-inches, a
couple of splits and two previous
full-lengths, national recognition at
this point is both deserved and well
earned.
But enough pleasantries. Making
it big is a rough, rough business, and
Party of Helicopters, despite the
whiny name, really goes nowhere on
the scope of originality.
Not that rock ’n’ roll isn’t a giant
recycling industry.
Sure, the tunings on "Please
Believe It" work, as well as the

And, of course, someday a great
drums-bass-guitar-singer linel
song will be written about musand the "dude, I slept in my clothes
taches. But on "Please Believe It,"
look.
But record-buyers beyond Kent "The Toucher" fails.
OK, "whatever" about the lyrics.
with a tight cash flow should first go
The main point is, Dennis’ "I’m
straight to the source of the
Guided by singing to myself" delivery saboHelicopters’ sound
Voices, Polvo, Archers of Loaf tages the bands otherwise extrovertthe
Treepeople ed sound, and, for that, his band
(defunct), Sebadoh,
(defunct) and, God willing, their mates should kick him in the seat of
his faded, blue jeans.
immediate, local indie rock scene.
In short, look for Party of
To his credit, Party of Helicopters’
axeman Jamie Stillman delivers Helicopters in the "Used" bin.
some pretty stark "guitar-face"
puckering leads
moments
Tony Burchyns
("Brutal Enigma"), grimacing palmmuting ("Rising Up Is Hard Work")
the good kind
and eye-rolling
squeals ("Mic My Mind").
The rhythm section holds up, too.
Drummer Cory Race, buried
beneath Stillman’s embroidery,
anchors the Helicopters to an avalanche of rolls and crashes.
Tumbling therein, bassist Ryan
Brannon punches with precision.
But the band hits a snag with Joe
Dennis’ spacey, studio-lacquered,
perhaps-cute-but -definitely-annoying falsettos.
Dennis’ lyrics cover usual domains
of indie rock disaffection with a
couple of quirks.
Making fun of unicorn artwork on
bad punk seven-inches is an amusing premise in "The Good Punk,"
but what about Party of Helicopters’
lame cartoon bat logo?
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CD REVIEW: The party’s not here

Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK By day, Stanley
Grill sits in a city office, planning
how to spend billions of dollars to
keep New York’s subways and buses
rolling.
At night, the 50-year-old New York
Transit Authority executive switches
gears: He becomes a classical music
composer, one whose works have
been performed throughout the New
York area.
But his passion for music was
almost derailed by the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Grill said he couldn’t write
music for months afterward.
"I began to question whether music
has a purpose, when people can do
these horrible things to one another
and at any moment, something else
could happen in the world," he said.
"Nonet, which received its world
premiere Sunday at a New York
Botanical Garden concert, was his
answer. He wanted the half-hour
composition for nine musicians to
become a testament to the human
spirit.
Grill started writing the piece
before the attacks, with a first movement that depicted "people going
about their lives in a busy city, walking through the streets, handling their
business, he said.
After the attacks, he changed
course.
"I wound up interrupting the bright,
rhythmic flow of the opening with a
hymnlike section," Grill said. "I
decided that you must respond to
horror by creating beautiful things.
And what came out was a chorale,
with all the voices coming together."
For the second movement, the
musicians played a dancelike song
"a return to the busy motions of life
that comes back, goes on," said Grill.
The third and last movement, he said,
echoes "the exuberance of life."
Sunday’s premiere in a 200-seat hall
came as the war in Iraq was winding
down. It was played on two violins, a
viola and a cello, and a clarinet, flute,
bassoon, French horn and oboe.
Grill, who has played the piano
since age 7, graduated from the
Manhattan School of Music. He didn’t stay in the field when he realized
that composing wouldn’t offer him
the financial security to support his
family; Grill has a son who is graduating from Vassar College.

members in the band.
One of the Folksmen calls them a
"Colgate band" because they are constantly smiling, and they have a
squeaky-clean image on the surface.
However, one of the leaders of the
band, Laurie ( Jane Lynch), has a notso-innocent past as an adult film star.
The Follomen, one of the bands to
perform at the reunion concert, is
known as one of the one-hit wonders
of folk music with the song, "There’s
always something cookin’ at Old Joe’s
Place."
One of the most memorable
moments this band offers in the movie

Marlon
LOS ANGELES
Brando has settled a $100 million
breach of contract suit brought by a
former maid who is the mother of
three of his children, attorneys for
both sides said Wednesday.
"It has been amicably resolved,"
said Donald Woldman, as he left the
courthouse with his client, Maria
Cristina Ruiz, 43.
Ruiz declined to comment and hid
her face from photographers with a
scarf as she left the courtroom. The
79-year-old actor did not attend the
hearing, which was closed to the
public.
No details of the settlement were
revealed.
"It’s a private matter and it should
be left private," said Leon F. Bennett,
Brando’s attorney.
Ruiz once worked as Brando’s malli
and lived at his home after they
became romantically involved in
1988, according to the suit, filed in
Superior Court in April 2002.
She said the relationship ended in
December when the actor stopped
paying her living expenses, although

he continued to support her children,
who are 8, 10 and 13.
Brando, who has been married
three times, has nine children.
In her lawsuit, Ruiz said she
"devoted all aspects of her life to ...
Brando’s needs, the interests of their
children, his personal interests and
well being, to the exclusion of her
own."
In return, the lawsuit said, the
Oscar-winning actor "promised that
he would always provide for and
financially support plaintiff and any
children of plaintiff and defendant
Brando."
"It was just like a marriage. There
was an engagement ring and a wedding ring, Woldman said when the
suit was filed. He noted, however,
that there was never a legal marriage
ceremony.
Brando had disputed Ruiz’s claims,
dismissing their relationship as
"nothing more than sexual.
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Air Jordan’s
final flight

SJSU matchup at Stanford a washout
By Paulo Hemandez
Daily Staff Writer
The seats were empty at Boyd and
Jill Smith Family Stadium on the
Stanford University campus as the
softball doubleheader between the
Spartans and the Cardinal was rained
out Wednesday evening.
The games were rescheduled for 5
p.m. Tuesday, May 6 at Stanford.
San Jose State University head
coach Dee Dee Enabenter said dealing with bad weather is all a part of
the game.
"It would have been nice to see
some good pitching," Enabenter said.
"The girls were ready to go."
Enabenter said that not playing
Stanford does not affect the team too
much.
"We’ll have to reschedule practice to
face our own pitchers to get sharp at
the plate," she said.
Enabenter said the change in plans
does not affect her teams pitching
rotation.
"At this time of the year, most pros are only going with two, maybe
three pitchers, so this doesn’t really
matter," she said.
SJSU’s record is 21-26 overall and
3-5 in the Western Athletic
Conference.
The coach said the team now has to
get ready for Fresno State University
(.23-20 overall, 4-4 WAC).
The Spartans are scheduled to play
their conference rival Saturday in a
doubleheader slated to begin at 1 p.m.
in Fresno.
Enabenter said the team will practice today and Friday before heading
to Fresno early Saturday.

Karin Higgins / Daily

Baseball to review security at parks
CHICAGO (AP)
Major league
baseball is reviewing security at ballparks nationwide to try to prevent fan
violence following the attack on an
umpire at a White Sox game.
Top baseball officials were in Chicago
on Wednesday to investigate the assault
on first base umpire Laz Diaz, which
raised concern and questions throughout the majors.
It carne just three months before U.S.
Cellular Field hosts the All-Star pine,
and about seven months after a similar
attack on a first base coach at the stadium.
Baseball commissioner Bud Selig said
he was extremely troubled by the assault
Tuesday night during the _game
between the White Sox and Kansas
City Royals.
"There is no place in baseball for such
deplorable fan behavior, and we urge
that the guilty parties be prosecuted to
the fullest extent of the law," Selig said.
Kevin Hainan, major league baseball’s security chief, and Sandy
Alderson, executive vice president of
baseball operations in the commissioner’s office, were looking into the attack.
Selig said baseball would re-examine
security at all stadiums.

Last September, Kansas City coach
Tom Gamboa was pummeled by a
father and son just yards from where
the fan ran onto the field and tried to
tackle Diaz by grabbing him around the
waist.
Security and players rushed to help
the 40-year-old Diaz, who served in the
U.S. Marine Corps Reserve.
"I just turned around and got him off
me, he said. "The good hand-to-hand
combat they taught me worked."
Diaz was not hurt, but the fan needed
treatment for minor injuries at a hospital after being thrown to the ground
and roughed up by players. He was later
seen with a bloody bandage on his
head. His motive was not disclosed, and
it was unclear whether he had been
drinking akohoL
"To have to deal with this yet again is
really a black mark on the city and,
frankly, the organization," White Sox
general manager Ken Williams said
Wednesday. "For it to happen twice in
our city is unconscionable.
In a Chicago police report, the fan
was identified as Eric Dylias, 24, of
Bolingbrook, Ill. He was charged
Wednesday with aggravated battery
and criminal trespassing.

The White Sox announced several
steps to increase security at its ballpark,
beginning with Wednesday night’s
game against the Royals. Two people
have been added to watch each foul
line, ushers will check ticket stubs more
frequently, and more public-address
announcements will be made to remind
fans of the penalties for going onto the
field.
Kansas City general manager Allard
Baird initially said he wasnt sure he
wanted the Royals to play Wednesday
night unless his team’s safety was
assured. He got that assurance during a
meeting with Williams and Hallinan.
"What I said last night is what I
meant," Baird said. "It was a concern. If
something wasn’t done, we wouldn’t
have played. But I felt comfortable after
meeting with everybody. I’m satisfied."
Three other fans also charged onto
the field Tuesday night cEet412
and were
with
to players
misdemeanor criminal trespassing.
They sprinted across the field until
security guards tackled them.
Williams said the White Sox already
are in touch with state officials, advocating stiffer sentences and jail terms
for those who enter the field.

Possible Angels buyer could boost Hispanic market
LOS ANGELES (AP) If Arturo
Moreno succeeds in buying the
Anaheim Angels, he would become the
first Hispanic to own a major league
franchise, taking over a team based in a
community with a large and growing
Hispanic population.
To major league baseball and industry
experts, that could be a match made in
marketing heaven.
It’s not just the fact that he has a
Spanish name. It’s also the fact that he
understands the game and is passionate
about it," said David Carter, who owns
a sports consulting firm in Los Angeles.
"lie can deliver baseball to a very
important burgeoning market young
Hispanics."
Moreno, who made a fortune in the
billboard industry, has not spoken publicly since he reportedly reached an
agreement in principle with the Walt
Disney Co. to buy the Angels for about
$180 million.
Moreno, a 56-year-old businessman
from Tucson, Ariz., is described by
associates as savvy, with working-class
roots could appeal to Hispanics, both in
the United States and abroad.
"It’s significant, from the standpoint
of the region and the standpoint of
major league baseball," Carter said. "If
you look at the direction of baseball, it
needs to redouble efforts to reach new,
younger and ethnic fans."
Angels catcher Bengie Molina said he
hoW that ownership by Moreno, if the

Staff

SJSU’s softball game against Stanford was cancelled Wednesday because of rain. The Spartans will visit
rival Fresno State University on Saturday.

agreement is finalized, would bring
more Hispanics to the ballpark
"I don’t know if it will be positive or
negative. It’s kind of hard to tell right
now, because there’s nobody being a
Latino owner," he said.
But he added that it could open doors
"for us Latinos who want to come up
and play the game, and play for the big
leagues."
The league has worked hard in recent
years to gain fans in Central America
and the Caribbean. It has played opening-day games in Mexico and Puerto
Rico.
The Angels’ fan base has been predominantly white during its first four
decades. But Carter said Moreno
almost certainly would try to capitalize
on the demographics of Orange
County, where one-third of the 3 million residents are Hispanic.
"We are workinkvery hard to market
the game overseas, said Richard Levin,
a spokesman for major league baseball.
"We would appreciate whatever help
we could get."
Levin said the league had no information about the agreement, which would
need approval by 22 of the 30 team
owners. Disney spokeswoman Michele
Nachum declined comment.
.g.iessively marketing the Angels to
a Hispanic audience would be a change
from Disney’s approach. The company
promoted the Angels and its NHL
franchise, the Mighty Ducks of

GOT ASTHMA?
DO YOU USE AN INHALER TO
CONTROL YOUR ASTHMA?
Now enrolling ages 18 to 45 in a 10 week
clinical research study of an investigational medication
No cost to participate. No insrance necessary
Receive compensation up to $750. for
your time and travel
For more information please call...

(408)553-0709 or (800)742-7846
237
ALLERGY & ASTHMA ASSOCIATES

Of SANTA CLARA VALLEY RESEARCH CENTER
4155 Moorpark Avenue, San lose, CA

Anaheim, at its theme parks and would
tout those parks and other products at
games.
The cross-promotion was designed to
keep tourists in Anaheim, but the strategy hasn’t worked for the company,
which has been trying to sell both
teams for several years.
The team won the World Series last
year for the first time in its 42-year history but has lost money since Disney
bought it after former owner Gene
Autry’s death in 1998, paying $147 million. It had acquired a controlling interest in 1996. Disney also spent about
$100 million to refurbish the stadium,
renamed Edison Field.
Angels manager Mike Scioscia said a
winning team is what brings fans to the
ballpark, but he said maintaining diveralso is crucial to the league’s success.
As this game keeps moving forward,
it has to more reflect the demographics
of society," he said.
Moreno is a former minority investor
in the Arizona Diamondbacks, and he
tried unsuccessfully to buy a controlling
interest in the dub in 2001. He was
bought out last year. He also owns part
of the Phoenix Suns NBA franchise.

A’s snap
six game
losing streak
Tim Hudson
SEATTLE (AP)
outpitched Freddy Garcia again, and
the Oakland Athletics ended a sixgame losing streak with a 4-1 win
over the Seattle Mariners on
Wednesday night.
Eric Chavez gave Hudson (2-1) all
the offense he needed with a tworun home run in the first inning, his
second homer in two nights and his
third of the season.
Erubiel Durazo hit a two-run
homer in the ninth off Giovanni
Carrara, Seattle’s second pitcher.
The Mariners had a four-game
winning string broken.
Hudson beat Seattle for the second time this season, limiting the
Mariners to five singles and no
walks, with seven strikeouts in eight
innings.
He beat Garcia and the Mariners
5-0 on April 1 in Oakland, when he
pitched eight scoreless innings. In
two starts against Seattle in 2003,
he’s allowed one run on 10 hits,
including a double, with two walks
and 11 strikeouts in 16 innings.
Keith Foulke pitched the ninth for
his fourth save in four opportunities.
Garcia (1-3) pitched well, but not
well enough. In seven plus innings,
he gave up two runs on four hits and
four walks, with three strikeouts.
With two outs in the first, Chavez
homered 357 feet down the rightfield line as Ichiro Suzuki watched
hopelessly as the ball sailed into the
seats with Miguel Tejada aboard on
a fielder’s choice.
The Mariners bunched three of
their singles in the fourth for their
run. Randy Winn and Bret Boone
singled to put runners at first and
second. With one out, John Olerud
singled to center to score Winn and
send Boone to third.
But Hudson faked a throw to third
and caught Olerud leaning too far
toward second, picking _him off. He
then struck out Mark McLemore to
end the inning.
Carrara, whose wife delivered twin
boys in Miami, Fla., last Sunday,
returned to the team and replaced
Garcia in the eighth after Eric
Byrnes led off with a single.

SYMPOSIUM ON
LEADING TECHNOLOGIES

tal

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
Michael Jordan’s final shot was a
free throw, and like his final appearance in an NBA uniform, it was
good.
Jordan played the last game of his
illustrious career Wednesday night,
receiving a lengthy standing ovation
from nearly everyone in the arena
including the coaches
and the
other players.
Jordan soaked it all up with a wide
smile and a wave to the crowd after
exiting the game for good with 1:44
remaining in the fourth quarter of a
107-87 kiss to the Philadelphia
76ers.
Jordan finished with 15 points,
four rebounds and four assists in 28
minutes drawing several adoring
ovations from the list sellout crowd
that will ever watch him play.
His final points almost looked
scripted, with Eric Snow of the
76ers fouling Jordan in the backcourt, for no apparent reason except
to send him to the line.
Both foul shots went in, and the
Wizards committed a foul one second later so that Jordan could be
removed from the game and receive
the proper send-off. In a rare scene,
the 10 players who remained on the
court turned to Jordan and
applauded, too.
It wasn t the kind of ending
Jordan would have preferred: a
game that was meaningful only to
Out it was a
the opposing team.
stirring night nonetheless, the last
time the basketball _public was
treated to the sight of one of the
greatest athletes in history playing
HIE game one last time.
VWth the Sixers ahead by 21
points with 9 minutes remaining,
the crowd began chanting "We
want Mike." The chant grew-louder
as the period progressed with
Jordan remaining seated, and fans
ignored the game to stand and stare
at the Wizards’ bench, wondering
why Jordan wasn’t playing.
being
Eventually,
this
Philadelphia theybooed.
Jordan finally pulled his warmups
oft and re-entered the game with
2:35 left for his brief final appearance.
Earlier in the game, he wasn’t all
that spectacular. There was a play in
the first quarter when _Jordan
looked like the Jordan of old
except for the result. Starting near
the foul line, Jordan ducked his
shoulder, lowered his head, stuck
out his tongue and drove to his
right, the ball rolling off his fingers
ever so softly as it arched toward
the net.
Rather than going in, though, the
ball hit the front rim and missed
one of several of his shots that came
up_a few inches short.
One of the exceptions was

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Jeff
Kent hit a two-run double against his
former team and Craig Biggio connected for a three-run homer as the
Houston Astros sent the San Francisco
Giants to just their second loss of the
season, 8-5 Wednesday.
Brad Lidge, Octavio Dotel and Billy
Wagner combined for five shutout
innings in relief for the Astros, who rallied from a 5-0 deficit to avoid a threegame sweep.
The Giants (13-2) had their six-game
winning streak snapped and failed to
match the 1918 New York Giants (181) for the best start in franchise history.
After the Astros tied it with a five-run
fifth on Biggio’s fourth homer of the
season and Kent’s double, pinch -hitter
Orlando Merced drove in the go-ahead
run with a single in the seventh off
Scott Eyre.
Kent, the 2000 NL MVP who helped
lead San Francisco to the World Series
last season, went 2-for-9 with three
RBIs in his first series back at Pacific
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Bell Park
Lidge (2-0) struck out three in two
innings for the win. Wagner worked a
hitless ninth for his fourth save.
Jim Brower (2-1), who put two runners on in the seventh, was the loser.
Barry Bonds got the day off
Tlie start was delayed 70 minutes by
rain.
Houston added two insurance runs in
the eighth on Richard Hildalgo’s sacrifice fly and Brad Ausmus’ RBI single.

CAREER DAY
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Saniagfarie

TBA

The standing ovation that Jordan
received lasted- about three minutes
with Jordan smiling, nodding anti
chewing gum throughout. The
group Boyz II Men sang "It’s So
Hard To Say Goodbye between
the first and second quarters as a
montage of Jordan’s career highlights was shown on the scoreboard.
his shot
Jordan’s best moments
over Craig Ehlo in Cleveland, his
shoulder-shrug after hitting all
those 3 -pointers against Portland in
the Finals, his switching -hands
layup against the Lakers will be
what most people remember most
about his career. His last two seasons in Washington will be somewhat of a footnote.
"We both feel the same way right
now: We’re very, very disappointed," Wizards coach Doug_ -coffins
said earlier Wednesday. We had
good players, we just didn’t fit. So I
know there’s a part of him that was
hoping we could make the :playoffs
to show that we did the right thing
and made the right moves,-but if we
lose tonight, we’re basically the
same team we were a year ago,
record-wise.
"From Michael’s standpoint, he
wanted desperately to be in the
playoffs. But I just get a sense that
after tonight is over, he’ll breathe a
sigh of relief and say ’You know
what, it’s done now. -

Giants dealt second loss

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
SPRING 2003 SERIES

Apr 24

Jordan’s final shot of the first half
a one -handed dunk that came
after he received a nice_pass under
the basket from Bobby Simmons.
Jordan hit his first two shots of
the third quarter but didn’t do
much else positive in the period.
On an alley-oop pass from Tyronn
Lue, the ball hit him in the fingertips and bounced harmlessly away.
A lazy crosscourt pass was picked
off by Aaron McKie, leading to one
of Philadelphia’s 31 fast-break
points, and Jordan’s final field-goal
attempt was a missed layup with
8:13 remaining.
Allen Iverson scored 35 points as
the Sixers clinched home -court
advantage in the first round of the
playoffs.
Many people in the sellout crowd
wore Jordan replica jerseys, including one small boy in an oversized
black Bulls jersey who wasn’t looking when Jordan tussled his hair as
the boy walked along the sideline.
When the child turned around, he
was stunned.
The 76ers had a couple of
pregame surprises for Jordan, presenting him with a golf cart that
was driven onto the court by Moses
Malone and Julius Erving, then
having longtime Chicago Bulls
public address announcer Ray Clay
introduce Jordan with his familiar
inflection of "From North Carolina

and
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ter, and the organization assists more
than 1,500 customers a day, according to the Center for Service
Learning.
Blanca Sanchez, a senior majoring
in hospitality management, who won
the "Student Award," said she has
always loved what she does.
"I try to give back to the community that I have received a service
from," said Sanchez, who donated
141 hours to service learning through
Pre-College Programs, tutored high
school students and participated in
other community services for about
four years.
She said she recognizes there is an
interest in community contribution
among SJSU students and said, "The
more people are engaged in service
activities, the greater impact they can
give on the community. We can
always do more."
Elena Klaw, an assistant professor in
the psychology department, who was
merited a "Faculty Award," said she
was honored to receive the award.
"At the department level, it’s often
harder for faculty members to develop and institutionalize innovative
forms of pedagogy," Klaw said.
Service learning is "the most exciting and meaningful experience,"
Klaw said during her short speech.
Klaw has taught a number of service learning courses, including psychology classes, dealing with issues of
homelessness and group dynamics.
She profoundly integrated the learning skill into her teaching.
The recipient of the "Department
Award" was the urban and regional
planning department, and the award
was accepted by interim chair
Dayana Salazar.
The department was honored for
offering a variety of service-learning
classes to SJSU students.
The "Collaborative Project Award"
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continuedfrom page 1
division of the Peer Health Education
Program.
The Prevention Education Program
table offered students information on
alcohol abuse prevention and tips on
drinking responsibly among peers.
Information about sport enhancement
drugs was also provided.
Maria Roche, a senior majoring in
advertising, said that students are welcome to go to room 220 in the Health
building for peer counseling for alcohol abuse.
According to the Core Survey, the
national average for alcohol consumption by college students is 33 percent,
Roche said.
The Prevention Education Program
gave away keychains and pencils to
raise awareness about the program.
A section for Asian Alternative

Medicine was across the way.
The Jade Ribbon Campaign was
there to promote the fight against
hepatitis B and liver cancer. A panel
presentation was held in the Almaden
room to cover the diseases found in
the Asian community.
The Cultures and Disease table displayed poster boards with information
about particular diseases that affect
different cultures. There was also a
display explaining acupuncture, herbal
medicine, moicibustion and yin-yang.
Next to them was one of the most
popular tables of the afternoon.
Students stopped to see
Edward Fong of Resonance Release
Work for free massages.
Fong said a lot of students stopped at
the table for a massage but would
grow impatient and walk away if he
was helping someone.
Students at SJSU complained to

Fong about back and shoulder pains,
he said. He explained that some of
their problems were in the heavy
backpacks they carried on their backs.
"Backpacks on wheels is the way to
go," Fong said. "Heavy backpacks are
the easiest way to hurt the back and
shoulders."
While Fong’s table Was a hot spot,
the blood drive in the Loma Prieta
room brought in about 70 students.
KSJS helped host the blood drive
along with the American Red Cross.
SJSU students were enthusiastic
about donating blood.
Jonathan Yani, an undeclared freshman, said he is a regular donor and
that it was important for him to
donate blood because he has the third
rarest blood type, which is A/B positive.
Nick Fraracci, a freshman majoring
in administration of justice, said he

has donated blood at least a dozen
times.
"I’ve been doing this for a couple of
years," Fraracci said. "I do this because
I like helping people in need."
It was not so easy for every student.
Some had never donated blood before.
Steve Deagle, an undeclared freshman, was donating blood for the first
time and said he was a little scared
but that he knew it was for a good
cause.
"I’m donating blood because I know
that every time you donate blood, you
save three lives, Deagle said.
Calhoun was pleased with student
turnout at the Health Fair and that
students really walked away with a lot
of information.
"We want to make sure students are
staying healthy and are aware of their
bodies," she said. "A lot of it is about
prevention and awareness."

RULES’ New I-20s to be issued to foreign students
continuedfrom page 1
student information system comes
under this bureau."
As part of this new system, all students
and dependents will be issued new
"SEVIS" I-20s prior to Aug. 1, Gecenok
said. SEWS applies to all continuing
and new F-1 students and their dependents.
The SEWS 1-20 looks almost the
same as the I-20s that were issued prior
to the introduction of the new system,
according to international programs and
services. However, it contains a bar code
and a SEWS identification number that
is personal to the student.
Barcodes on the new 1-20 forms will
enable embassies and immigration officials to instantly access information
about students by swiping the barcode
into the new electronic information system, Gecenok said.

IChirn Lok, office manager at international programs and services, said students should make sure they get their
new I-20s before they trawl out of the
country in the summer.
"Also, it’s very important that students
keep checking if their passport is still
valid, which is what many students don’t
do on a regular basis," Lok said.
Passports must be valid for a minimum of six months into the future at all
times, according to international programs and services. If not, students may
be denied entry to the United States,
and/or denied any benefits for which
they apply such as employment or
change of status.
Lok advised students to talk to an
international student adviser if they
were out of status any time in previous
SeffICSICIS.

According to international programs
and services, maintaining an F-1 status

means studying full time (undergraduate 12 units, graduate 9 units),
working only with authorization and
having a passport that will be valid for at
least six months.
Also, international students must not
drop below full-time study or enroll at
other institutions (concurrent enrollment) without prior approval by international programs and services,
Gecenok said at last Thursday’s workshop.
Chalcravarthy Madaboosi, a graduate
student in electrical engineering, said
the new rules are very stringent and a
drastic change from last semester.
"(Immigration authorities) are kind of
precautionary about things," Madaboosi
said. "They know what is best for their
country and foreign students have to
abide by it."
The new system also prevents F-2 visa
holders, who are spouses or dependents

of F-1 students, from enrolling in full or
part-time study toward a degree,
Gecenok said. They must change to F-1
status to study.
Susie Wang, who also attended the
workshop, said she already knew about
most of the rules.
"(International programs and services)
has sent out newsletters," Wang said. "I
also read Chinese newspapers - they
give all the information about new
rules."
Wang, who is a graduate student in
theater arts, said she also found the
information while online.
Gecenok said international programs
and services had received one or two outof-status cases this semester out of the
1,400 international students at SJSU.
"Starting Fall 2003, immigration
authorities will become extremely strict
about rules and regulations with international students," Gecenok said.

California crime lab begins testing on bodies of woman and infant washed ashore
RICHMOND (AP) A state
crime lab is analyzing tissue samples
from the bodies of a woman and
baby boy found on the California
shore to determine if they are related
and if the adult could be Laci
Peterson, a pregnant woman who
disappeared from Modesto in
December.
Authorities said Tuesday that identifying the bodies could take days or
even weeks. Autopsies performed
Monday did.not reveal the cause of

death, said Contra Costa sheriff’s
spokesman Jimmy Lee.
Lee refused to comment on a
report in The Contra Costa Times
Tuesday that the mostly skeletal
adult body was clad in maternity
undergarments, without a head and
missing parts of the limbs.
Chief Norman Lapera, of the East
Bay Parks Police ’Department, said
the case is being investigated as a
homicide.
Besides the Peterson case, authori-

ties also were investigating whether
the body might be linked to a San
Francisco missing person report
made Monday, Lapera said.
Peterson was 27 when she was last
seen on Christmas Eve. Her husband, Scott, said he went fishing at
Berkeley Marina after she left their
home that morning to walk the dog.
Peterson was due to give birth to a
boy in February.
Scott Peterson has been questioned
but never named as a suspect. He

admitted in January that he had an
affair with another woman last year
but denied any role in his wife’s disappearance.
The adult body was found Monday
in Richmond, about 90 miles northwest of Modesto and three miles
north of the marina, by a woman
walking her dog. The baby’s body
was found Sunday about a mile away
with his umbilical cord still attached.
Contra Costa officials said they
have contacted an "eluviation" expert

someone who studies how water
to determine
affects corpses
roughly how long the bodies were in
the water.
Authorities also began examining a
bone fragment discovered by a dog
walker near the Berkeley Marina on
Monday several hours after the
woman s body was located.
Police said last weekend’s stormy
and windy weather may explain why
the two sets of remains washed
ashore after what was apparently
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ALL MAJORS! Growing Canco
Regional Office has immediate
customer service/ sales openings
for energetic individuals. No
experience necessary, training
part-time
during
provided,
classes, full-time summer and
flexible hours. $17.50 / To Start.
Call 408-436-9336

LICENSED NUTRITIONIST to
teach nutrition & conditioning
class in San Jose. Mon. -Fri
Vatic Exp leading exercise. Call
Peter 408-295-0228. Resume:
FITNESS / AEROBIC / DANCE 730 Empey Way, San Jose 95128
INSTRUCTORS. Need Energetic or fax 408-275-9858.
individuals to teach basic dance
& fitness classes. Flex sctied. Will GROOtAER’S ASST. / KENNEL
train. Fax resumes to 971-4761. help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Must be reliable, honest, able to
FT
/
PT
pos.
25-30
VALET
do physical work. Prefer exp
Friendly & Outgoing.
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great Communication Skills
Great poly for dog lover. Can
Clean DMV 408-910-2556
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
CALL NOW!
FUN JOB!
PT/FT Flexible Schedule
All Shifts’ Grave Bonus
Part-time work with flexible hours
(5-30 hours per week)
Student Friendly - Will Train
408-247-4827
Customer service/sales positions
Internships possible
DELIVERY DRIVERS
All majors may apply
Party rental business.
Scholarships awarded annually
Perfect for students!
Some conditions apply
Earn $250 every weekend’
Start at 17.25 BASE - app!.
Must have reliable truck or van.
Earn $85 - $500 per week
Heavy lifting is required.
No experience necessary
408-292-7876.
Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now!
LOOKING FOR TUTOR ASAP in CALL 615-1500 10 am -4 pm
Chem-1B, Gen Chemistry. for 6 *www.workforstudents.corn/sjsu"
wks. Cal 510-471-0502 after 6pm

EMPLOYMENT
General

INTERNET COMM. PR FIRM is
applications for
motivated student to coordinate
advertising, publicity, public
relations & promotional tasks
No experience necessary but
communication skills a must
Flexible hours. Excellent pay. Call
for interview. 408-977-3636.

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.
SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M -F,
FT. Provides daily program
planning, activities & supervision for groups of participants
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose. Prey exp managing
staff. $17/hour. Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228. Send resume to
Ron Halog, Easter Seals Bay Area.
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858.
Call for educational requirements.
GREAT RECREATION JOBS
At The Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
LEADERS. FIT and Pa. Must
be avail M -F, 7:00am-2:00pm &
afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm
No ECE Units req. Pay range:
$6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laurie at
354-8700x224. If you have skills
in sports, arts, and group games
and like working with children,
we need you.
FUN WORK Local expansion of
national PR / Communications
firm. Fun, friendly work- Flexible
hours. Great resume bldr - No
exp nec, but must be friendly &
motivated. PT/FT S300-700/wk.
Local positions. CM 916-441-8290

now accepting

:. . . ,.
Fil

4084243277
FAX: 408-924-3282
classified@jmcsjsu.edu

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
&/or Early Interventionist sought
Home-based San Jose program
PT or per diem. Salary based on
exp. Call 510-835-2131x104.
Resume to: jobs@esba.org or fax
to Leslie/HR @ 510-444-2340.

ENTERTAINMENT

RENTAL HOUSING

TODAY’S
1CROSSWORD PUZZLE

COFFEE BUG -Top ltai Espresso SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Greek, Turkish, Euro Bakery, For American and International
Students
Quiet & Bright. 606 Saratoga
Av./Moorpark, 1 min from 280S, Fun and Friendly Environment
5 minute walk to campus
in Eye Laser Ctr. 1 for 2 reg lane
Well-equipped Kitchen
w/Ad. 6th Latte. Mocha FREE
ACROSS
Computer and Study rooms
1 Ecuador’s capital
2 pianos and games rooms
6 Polite address
Facilities
Laundry
PAPER EDITING!
10 Hudson Bay tribe
Parking
Editing Performed by
PUPPY FOUND! Friendly Lab, Call 924-6570 or stop by for a 14 Open, as a bottle
Professors and graduate
near Clark Library, Mon. 4/14.
15 Faint glow
tour or check our website
Students. Visit us at
8:30pm. Call Humane Society www. sjsu .edu/depts/ihouse
16 Spacious
www.papercheck.com Or Call 727-3383 to identity & claim him
17 Love greatly
(between
Street.
11th
S.
360
Us Toll Free at (866) 693-EDIT
18 Bloodhound’s clue
San Carlos & San Salvador)
19 Feasible
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
RENT"’
Benefactors
MONTH
FIRST
""FREE
/
20
For your term paper or thesis.
Followed suit
large,
newly
remodeled.
22
Extra
PROFESSIONAL
Experienced, efficient, reliably
2 bdrrn/1 bath & 2 brim/2 tull bath 24 Drivers’ org
WORD PROCESSING
exacting. I will meet your dead$995/month.
Also.
26
Protozoans
apts.
starting
at
line. Call Grace 831-475-2795 Have your theses, term papers,
27 Salad garnish
group projects. etc profession- 3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $1199 &
or evagrace@aol.com.
- Lillie
Comic
Will
work
with
you
on
31
ally typed. APA a specialty
from SJSU Wate ash
s
ln
32 Not get renewed
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN Experienced & dependable 2 brks
Drier
stars
Washer/
Exploding
avail
Parking
paid,
33
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per Almaden/Branham area Call
year Save 30% - 60%. For into Linda for an appointment at on site. Cats OK Well managed 36 Robust energy
408-378-1409
39
A
Great
Lake
student bldg.
(408) 264-4504
call 1-800-655-3225 or
40 Rocker Jerry Lee www.studentdental.com or
TIRED OF SHARING
41 Vast
www.goldenwestdental.com
A BATHROOM??
42 Doctor ’s payment
Come see our huge 2 bedroom, 43 Many-petaled
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
Home
Bdrm
square
foot
in
Nice
4
1000
BDRM
1
full
bath.
over
2
flowers
OCCASION. digital photography
services or graphic design? 10 mm from SJSU, near It rail apartment. Walking distance to 44 Snails shelter
Call
1/4
uhl.
No
pets
remodeled.
newly
campus.
$525/mo
Metal in pewter
45
Infinite Visions has great deals
gate 46 Locked horns with
security
parking,
on weddings, quinceaneras, Michelle, 408-888-0193
others’
larger
than
Substantially
48
Sped
graduations, or any other speAPPLY NOW! SUMMER/FALL $1250/mo. 408-947-0803
51 Kind of deer
cial event video need. Picture
Men’s furnished shared housing
52 Bogs
portfolios are also available at a
utiliincluding
$415/month
from
54 Cease
low cost. Put your slide show of ties Across street from SJSU
59 Bearded flower
your pictures on DVD with
lease. Apply
to
month
Of
Month
Norway’s patron
60
your favorite song playing at the @ 278 S 10th St Call 243-0707 PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call
saint
same time. For more into call or 268-1750 scprop 0 attbi corn BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or
of
Goddess
62
408 561-2710
5 0757
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
the hunt
63 Jog
64 Factory
65 British Museum’s
- Marbles
408-924-3277
/ AGENCY RATES CALI,
I’s
:OR N
66 Many centuries
67 This to Jose
68 Tree anchors
sac) b5w5rLivcrlu

SERVICES

LOST & FOUND

WORD PROCESSING

SHARED HOUSING

HEALTH & BEAUTY
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LIFEGUARDS, instructional
Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full-time for San Jose
Mon -Fri. $9.82-$13.42. Call
Jacob - 295-0228. Resume
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax 408-275-9858
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BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positioris
1-800-293-3985 en! 559

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

91500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars, Free information
Call 203-683-0258.
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate ail firms
offering employment listings
a coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

One
Day

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

Please check
one classification:

Nemo
Five
Days

$13
$11
$9
’3 lines
$7
$5
Hate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;
20 . consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20, off
50 . consecutive issues receive 25, off
Local rates apply to Santa Clete County advertisers
end SJSU students, staff I faculty.
I irst line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be satin bold type at a per ad
haw of $3 per word

Addres.
CNy 5 SINI

some time in the water.
Kim Petersen, a friend of Laci’s
mother, stepfather and siblings,
explanation
another
offered
Tuesday.
"We believe that if this is Laci,
God has allowed her to be found
because our family needs to know
where she is and what has happened
to her," Petersen said. "If this turns
out to be Laci, we want the animal
responsible for this heinous act to
pay.

,111111.11101111111.-

41.
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was handed to Project Shine, which
has emphasized teaching English
and citizenship to older immigrants
and refugees.
The organization provides interdisciplinary service learning classes to
139 students, the Center for Service
Learning stated.
Dana L. Lapham, an ArneriCorps
development specialist, said the celebration ceremory, which she helped
coordinate, was a wonderful collaboration of community organizations,
faculty members and students."
Michael J. Fallon, program coordinator at the Center for Service
Learning, said in terms of timing, the
ceremony was consistent because
April is the time for current service
learning to be completed.
Fallon said he preferably uses the
term, "community partners," instead
of community organizations because
the community nonprofit organizations have special relationship with
SJSU in providing social and human
services, including education.
Marshall Goodman, the SJSU
provost and vice president for academic affairs, who was the award
presenter at Wednesday’s ceremony,
said service learning gives students
opportunities to apply what they
have studied in the classroom to the
real world as a case study.
From his own experience, joining a
political campaign as a volunteer
when he was a college student,
Goodman said he realized how
important it is to challenge and question the facts and have different perspectives.
Debra David, director at the Center
for Service Learning, said she truly
appreciates the service-learning
efforts, put forth by the devoted students, faculty members and community partners.
David said service learning "creates
a win-win situation" among community contributors.

21p code

Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
IN Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel

_Tulonng
_Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community
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CONFLICT IN IRAQ

Terror alert lowered

RAI DI Banned weapons have not been found
continuedfrom page 1
been part of Saddam’s realm. Franks and
other senior officers sat in plush green
chairs with gold, wood trim for the
briefing with Bush in Washington, held
over a secure videoconference linkup.
Earlier, the four-star general viewed,
with evident disgust, gold sink fixtures,
a gold toilet paper dispenser and a toilet bowl brush inside one of the bathrooms.
"It’s the oil for palace program," he
said, a biting reference to the U.N.
program that allowed Iraqi oil exports
on condition that the proceeds went to
food for civilians.
Franks’ visit to Baghdad, from his
command headquarters in Q#tar, came
less than two weeks after Army tanks
first rumbled through the capital and
one week after Iraqis, aided by
Marines, toppled a statue of Saddam
in a downtown city square, signaling

the end of his reginie.
Saddam twice was the target of U.S.
bombs dropped on places where he
was believed to be, but his whereabouts
are unknown. U.S. officials say they
don’t know if he is dead or alive.
The fact of the matter is, though, he
is gone. Whether he is dead or alive, he
is gone," Secretary of State Cohn
Powell told Associated Press
Television News. "He is no longer in
the lives of the people of Iraq."
Slowly, cities across Iraq were struggling to shed the effects of the war. After
days of looting and mayhem in
Baghdad, Americans armed newly
recruited Iraqi police officers with handguns to help keep order. And citizens
sought to pick up their normal lives.
"The market is open and products
are available," said Tadamoun AbdelAziz as she shopped with her son for
eggs, bread and vegetables in the
downtown IrIcheita Market. But with

power only partially restored and temperatures in the 90s, residents bought
three-foot blocks of ice.
American commandos backed by
about 44) Marines staged the raid on
the residence of Rihab Tails, dubbed
"Dr. Germ" by U.N. weapons inspectors. Taha, a microbiologist, was in
charge of Iraq’s secret biological laboratory, suspected of weaponizing
anthrax.
Three men emerged from the raid on
her home with their hands up, and
American troops removed several
boxes of documents. Her whereabouts
were unknown.
Administration officials cited the
desire to eliminate weapons of mass
destruction as one key reason for the
war, although none has yet been found.
"We’re really just in the early stages of
that" search, Brig. Gen. Vincent
Brooks told reporters at a briefing in
Qatar.

U.N. weapons inspectors also failed
to find any banned weapons during
prewar searches. Hans Brix, the chief
inspector, is expected to appear before
the U.N. Security Council next week
to discuss a possible resumption of the
effort even though the United
States has not invited the international team back into Iraq.
A Marine spokesman, Cpl. John
Hoellwarth, said the terrorist training
camp consisted of about 20 permanent
buildings on 25 acres south of
Baghdad, and was operated by the
Palestine Liberation Front and the
Iraqi government.
He said recruits were apparently
instructed in the art of bomb-making,
adding that Marines found chemicals,
beakers and pipes at the site, along
with questionnaires that asked recruits
to state their preferences. Hoellwarth
said many volunteered for suicide missions.

Pentagon: Cost of war about $20 billion
WASHINGTON (AP) The
Iraq war has cost at least 820 billion
and probably will consume that much
or more in the next five months, the
Pentagon’s top budget officer said
Wednesday.
An additional 85 billion to $7 billion will be needed to pay for getting
U.S. troops from the Persian Gulf
region to their home bases, officials
said. That process is just now beginning.
Those totals do not include the yet
to be calculated sums for postwar
reconstruction of Iraq, the Defense
Department’s comptroller said at a

news conference. The United States
is counting on contributions from
other countries to pay part of the
rebuilding cost.
Dov Zaheim said military operations in Iraq to date have cost about
$10 billion to $12 billion. Personnel
costs have been about 86 billion and
the cost of munitions has been more
than $3 billion. The figures include
what it cost to move 250,000 troops
to the Persian Gulf area.
Between now and the end of the
federal budget year on Sept. 30, the
Pentagon expects to spend about $20
billion more on military operations

U.S. forces have not reached, including an area north of Tilcrit, Saddam
Hussein’s hometown.
McChrystal said the war’s overall
commander, Gen. Tommy Franks, is
sending some U.S. forces home. He
did not mention any that had not
been reported this week, including
the USS Kitty Hawk carrier battle
group, which left the Persian Gulf
Wednesday en route to Japan.
The USS Constellation battle group
is due to leave the Gulf this week.
Franks probably will move some
sort of headquarters operation into
Iraq soon, McChrystal said.

inside Iraq, officials said.
In human costs, the Pentagon said
the war’s official death rose to 125,
including a Marine corporal killed in
a March 23 firefight near Nasiriyah,
Iraq. The Pentagon said it had identified the remains of Cpl.
Kemaphoom A. Chanawongse, 22, of
Waterford, Conn., who had been listed as missing in action. There are
now three Americans listed as missing.
At a separate news conference, Maj.
Gen. Stanley McChrystal said that
although major combat was ended,
there are still some Iraqi towns that

WASHINGTON (AP) The Bush
administration lowered the terror alert
level from orange to yellow Wednesday,
saying the end of heavy fighting in Iraq
has diminished the threat of terrorism
in the United States.
It was unclear whether the heightened alert had prevented any terrorist
attacks, officials said.
A number of security measures
around the country will be relaxed, officials at the Department of Homeland
Security said.
For example, the federal "Operation
Liberty Shield" the code name for
security measures keyed specifically to
will be terminated.
the war on Iraq
It called for National Guard or state
police to be posted at nuclear power
plants and other critical facilities.
Still, a significant threat remains, officials said.
The new, yellow level marks an elevated risk of terrorist attacks. It is the
middle level on the five-tier danger
scale. The old level, orange, signifies a
high risk and is the second-highest
level. A red alert has not been declared
since the system was begun 13 months
1’1
We must be vigilant and alert to the
possibility that al-Qaida and those
sympathetic to their cause, as well as
former Iraqi-regime state agents and
affiliated organizations, may attempt to
conduct attacks against the U.S. or our
interests abroad, Homeland Security
Secretary Tom Ridge said.
The threat level was raised on March
17, two days before the war began.
"We believe that during Operation
Liberty Shield there were individuals in

Bush calls for end to sanctions against ’liberated’ Iraq
factory that assembles fighter jets, he
used the past tense when referring to
the Iraq war. "The quality of the
workmanship that goes into the aircraft that you build here is one of the
main reasons why we were successful
in making the world a more peaceful
place," he said.
"Just one month ago, the forces of
our coalition stood at the borders of
Iraq with orders to advance hundreds
of miles through hostile territory
against a ruthless enemy: Bush told
about 1,000 Boeing workers and military personnel on the factory floor.
"Today, organized military resistance
has virtually ended; the major cities
of Iraq have been liberated.

After Iraq’s 1990 invasion of
Kuwait, the United Nations imposed
sanctions that cut off investment and
development in the country. Some oil
sales were permitted to finance purchases of food and medicine.
"Now that Iraq is liberated, the
United Nations should lift economic
sanctions on that country," Bush said.
White House spokesman Scott
McClellan said Bush would soon call
for a U.N. resolution lifting the sanctions. That could be complicated by a
requirement under previous resolutions that U.N. inspectors certify
Iraq’s banned weapons programs are
dead.
The United States has not invited

U.N. inspectors to return to Iraq. The
U.N. Security Council has scheduled
an April 22 briefing by chief U.N.
weapons inspector Hans Blix.
U.N. diplomats, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Security
Council members want a much better
idea of what the U.N.’s future role
will be before agreeing to any suspension or lifting of sanctions.
Bush used symbols of America’s
military might as the backdrop for
his speech. The Boeing plant here
assembles F/A-18 Super Hornet jets,
the newest and most advanced strike
fighters in the Navy’s inventory.
Thirty-six of the fighters are
deployed to the Iraq region.

spokesman for the Department of
Homeland Security. "The investiga
tions continue on those."
Roehrkasse declined to provide
specifics.
President Bush agreed to lower the
level during an intelligence briefing
Wednesday on Ridge’s recommendation, said White House spokesman
Scott McClellan.
Not everyone was relaxing.
The New York Police Department
said the city would remain on orange
alert and checkpoints at bridges and
tunnels would continue.
"We are maintaining the current sta
tus because New York remains under a
greater risk of terrorism than other
parts of the country," police spokesman
Michael O’Looney said.
The alert system is designed to guide
law enforcement agencies, businesses
and the general public in their security
decisions, and it is mostly up to local
governments and companies to decide
what measures to enact.
Those outlets must also pay for special security, although the federal government is directing billions to support
the efforts.
The color level is driven by world
events and information gathered by
U.S. intelligence agencies, such as monitored terrorist "chatter" that sometimes
increases before an attack
The alert level has bounced between
yellow and orange since the system was
put in place in March 2002. Like the
highest-level red, the lowest levels of
blue and green have never been used

"HYPNOTIC!
.

ST. LOUIS (AP)
President
Bush urged the United Nations
Wednesday to lift sanctions that have
choked Iraq’s economy for nearly 13
years as he toured a fighter jet factory that he said helped defeat "a ruthless enemy."
Bush was careful not to declare the
war over, and he cautioned that coalition forces still face serious risks. But
he basked in the success of a military
campaign that had stirred such fierce
opposition, noting battlefield successes, Iraqi political prisoners freed,
statues of Saddam Hussein torn
down and a fledgling govemment
being assembled.
Throughout his speech at a Boeing
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